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HOSTED  BY :  DARREN  TEBBENHAM

THE BIG

COACHING

EVENT

NOVEMBER  8TH  TO  10TH  2019  -  ONLINE

Friday 7pm - 10pm |  Saturday & Sunday 8am - 3 .30pm

BRIDGING THE GAP
A LIVE and Interactive Online Event

True client

transformation lives

in your ability

to coach new habits!

A weekend of coach 

education to leave you

clearer, more capable and 

really excited about your 

critical role as a habit-coach 

and leader in your field



2019  ONLINE  EVENT

INTRODUCTION

PEOPLE  ARE  SICK

OF  BEING  SOLD

PROMISES  OF

RESULTS  THAT

NEVER  LAST .

Why attend? 
Thank you for downloading this

event guide. You know, people are

tired of obvious marketing "bait" to

"hook" them into trainers' programs. 

 

They deep down know they need a

true cure to the root cause of why

they struggle with their weight,

health and fitness. 

 

And coaching is your ticket. But

person-centred coaching, where you

become habit-coach and mindset

guide, is a different skill-set to that

of personal trainer. 

 

This event will close the gap

between what good life coaches are

capable of doing to empower and

guide their clients and personal

training - leaving every deligate

renewed skills, strategies and ideas

to better coach true solutions to

their clients' needs. 

WWW .DARRENTEBBENHAM .COM /REGISTER

TO  REGISTER



2019  ONLINE  EVENT

THE  PROGRAM

FRIDAY  7PM Why Real Coaches SMILE
This insightful session outlines the

essential philosophy of an inside-out

coaching approach clarifying both

the science and art of person-

centred coaching. With the right

coaching approach, skills and

related tools, our ability to show up

and then deal with what comes up

offers a truly empowering approach

to "coach the person" trying to

change rather than simply helping

clients work out more and "eat

clean”.

The Behaviour and Mindset
Coach in Action  
A beginner’s guide to coaching. This

session outlines the essence of a

coaching relationship with a client,

the difference between transactional

(behavioural) and transformational

(mindset) coaching and the specific

micro-skills of coaching as well as

examples of how these two types of

coaching show up in health and

fitness.

 

FRIDAY  8 .30PM

WWW .DARRENTEBBENHAM .COM /REGISTER

TO  REGISTER
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SATURDAY  8AM Understanding

Habits and Habit-Based Coaching
This session focuses exclusively on

habit formation teaching attendees

how to create new habits and break

old ones. The session explores how

to weave habit coaching principles

into your current fitness practice as

well as create new products and

services to truly transform clients’

lives through fitness.

No more diets disguised as
“meal plans”: the ultimate guide
to coaching nutritional change
The whole topic of nutrition has

been a minefield for years. Anyone

who has ever lost weight or indeed

eaten healthily for more than a

month has an opinion on the best

way to eat. The change in national

guidelines from meat and two veg in

the 1980’s to a carb-loaded food

pyramid of the 1990s and 21st

Century created a fat phobic nation.

 

And then with the demonisation of

sugar and carbohydrates in the last 5

years we are now witnessing a more

carb-conscious society and anti-

sugar movement especially in

fitness. 

SATURDAY  10AM

WWW .DARRENTEBBENHAM .COM /REGISTER

TO  REGISTER
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 In the space of just a few years

members of the public

have been told to avoid fat at all

costs and then to eat fat as if it’s

going out of fashion. During the

same period sugar and

carbohydrates were once held the

champions of a healthy low fat diet,

now considered the poison that

caused the current diabetes and

obesity epidemic. The public is

confused.

 

What is worse is that many trainers

seem to be always looking to move

to extreme protocols promoting a

“diet” mentality disguised as secret

formulas and 5-step methods of

rapid weight loss leaving members

of the public no better off today

following decades of so-called

advancement in nutrition and fitness

science than they were 30 years ago.

 

This session simplifies and clarifies

our role as "nutrition coach" if

habit-change and client

transformation is truly the goal.

Attendees will learn how to coach

nutrition and stand out as a

professional who can actually

change clients' permanent eating

and drinking habits. 

WWW .DARRENTEBBENHAM .COM /REGISTER

TO  REGISTER
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SATURDAY  12PM Coach Fitness Online
Everyone seems to be trying to go

online. But, the methodology is

dominated with two ideas. Trainers

seem to be either selling fitness

videos online or a pre-package

automated method of accelerated

fat loss with, at best, some Facebook

group support. Either way this isn’t

coaching! This session shares how to

“coach” online and stand out as an

accountability, mindset and habit

coach capable of truly transforming

clients’ lives as opposed to selling

pre-configured protocols to lose

weight and get fit.

Meditation and Mindfulness for
Health & Fitness Professionals
Mindfulness has become a popular

concept in recent years although

many don’t really understand what it

is or how to actually become more

mindful. Meditation, on the other

hand, has been around for centuries.

This session explores a particular

approach to meditation that can not

only quieten our busy monkey mind

but help us get in touch with our

inner-self and create rich dialogue

between our conscious and sub-

conscious, absolutely essential for

true transformation. And once we

master how to meditate, we will

indeed begin to become more

mindful.

SATURDAY  2PM

WWW .DARRENTEBBENHAM .COM /REGISTER

TO  REGISTER
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SUNDAY  8AM Mindset 101: Clarity, Focus &
Relience!
The term mindset is used a lot in

fitness especially in the last 5 years

or so. However, often the term is not

terribly well understood. This session

discusses what we might mean by

mindset, how we create a winning

one and applies this understanding

to our role as coach. This workshop-

orientated session is also designed

to help attendees work on their own

mindset becoming much more

clear, more focused and more

resilient in the process. Attendees

will leave crystal-clear about what

they will need to do to offer their

clients and prospects a true mindset

coaching experience. 

Building a Successful Coaching
Business
The best way to sell coaching is to

coach. Therefore, the best marketing

approach is to create opportunities

to coach via discovery-like calls and

appointments. And then when we

deliver such sessions we must truly

coach of course. During this session

attendees will get to consider the

best ways to build their coaching

clientele and explore one-on-one,

small group, face-to-face, online

and integrated models of delivery.

SUNDAY  10AM

WWW .DARRENTEBBENHAM .COM /REGISTER

TO  REGISTER
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SUNDAY  12PM Integrating Coaching into Your
Current Fitness Practice
This session considers how to

integrate many of the principles of

the weekend into an existing fitness

practice including the introduction

of coaching-based review points

along a client’s journey, refined

coaching-oriented client induction

and on-boarding, standalone

nutrition coaching services and

breakout sessions for their clients.

Coach Yourself
This final session pro-actively helps

attendees take the most from the

weekend with a final interactive

workshop to create action plans and

greater accountability to make the

very most of their attendance over

the weekend.

 

As attendees experience this session

they will leave feeling more

confident as well as more competent

as a person-centred coach and more

able to offer their prospects a

bespoke coaching program that will,

indeed, get to the root cause of their

problems. 

SUNDAY  2PM

WWW .DARRENTEBBENHAM .COM /REGISTER

TO  REGISTER



DARREN  TEBBENHAM

YOUR  HOST

 

 
SPEAKER

Darren is the founder of the

European Institute of Fitness

(EiF), an international training

provider with schools in the UK,

the Maldives and the Middle

East. Darren was previously a

lecturer at Liverpool University

and left his academic career

and PhD in motivational

interviewing to become a

personal trainer. 

 

Darren has since worked in

London, Alicante, Sydney and

Perth as a PT specialising in

habit-based coaching and

behaviour change. 

 

His Masters degree is in sport

psychology with a background

in life coaching and its

application to fitness and

nutrition coaching.

WWW .DARRENTEBBENHAM .COM /REGISTER

TO  REGISTER

Darren has presented at a national

conferences in sports science and

cardiac rehabilitation, published in

peer-reviewed journals but mostly

has been practising and teaching

person-centred coaching to health

and fitness professionals for the past

20 years. 

 

As a mindset and habit coach,

Darren will teach an easy-to-

understand approach to coaching in

health and fitness to ensure every

attendee leaves feeling more

confident and more capable as a

mindset and habit-based coach.



10  AWESOME  L IVE  SESS IONS

REGISTRATION

 

 

Each session is delivered live.

This means attendees can

participate, ask questions and

fully engage in this unique and

practical online event. 

 

Equally ALL sessions are

recorded. This means whether

you need to watch all sessions

on catch up or attend some live

and others in your own time,

you have the flexibility to do so. 

WWW .DARRENTEBBENHAM .COM /REGISTER

TO  REGISTER

Once registered you will receive

personal invites to each session with

a unique link to enter the online

classroom. 

 

For those on catch up you will

receive a unique recording link

within a few hours of each session. 

 

Watch on any device. 

TEN LIVE AND INTERACTIVE SESSIONS TO DEVELOP YOUR ABILITY TO COACH

MINDSET, BEHAVIOIRAL AND TRANSFORMATIONAL CHANGE IN YOUR CLIENTS’

LIVES. ATTEND LIVE OR WATCH ON CATCH-UP IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE EVENT.


